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This PowerPoint 2007 template produces an A0 
presentation poster. You can use it to create your 
research poster and save valuable time placing titles, 
subtitles, text, and graphics.  
 
We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide 
you through the poster design process and answer your 
poster production questions. To view our template 
tutorials, go online to PosterPresentations.com and 
click on HELP DESK. 
 
When you are ready to print your poster, go online to 
PosterPresentations.com 
 
Need assistance? Call us at 1.510.649.3001 
 

 

QUICK START 
 

Zoom in and out 
 As you work on your poster zoom in and out to 
the level that is more comfortable to you. Go 
to VIEW > ZOOM. 

 
Title, Authors, and Affiliations 

Start designing your poster by adding the title, the names of 
the authors, and the affiliated institutions. You can type or 
paste text into the provided boxes. The template will 
automatically adjust the size of your text to fit the title box. 
You can manually override this feature and change the size of 
your text.  
 
TIP: The font size of your title should be bigger than your 
name(s) and institution name(s). 
 
 

 
 

Adding Logos / Seals 
Most often, logos are added on each side of the title. You can 
insert a logo by dragging and dropping it from your desktop, 
copy and paste or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. Logos 
taken from web sites are likely to be low quality when 
printed. Zoom it at 100% to see what the logo will look like 
on the final poster and make any necessary adjustments.   
 
TIP: See if your school’s logo is available on our free poster 
templates page. 
 

Photographs / Graphics 
You can add images by dragging and dropping from your 
desktop, copy and paste, or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. 
Resize images proportionally by holding down the SHIFT key 
and dragging one of the corner handles. For a professional-
looking poster, do not distort your images by enlarging them 
disproportionally. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image Quality Check 
Zoom in and look at your images at 100% magnification. If 
they look good they will print well.  
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QUICK START (cont. )  
 

How to change the template color theme 
You can easily change the color theme of your poster by going 
to the DESIGN menu, click on COLORS, and choose the color 
theme of your choice. You can also create your own color 
theme. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can also manually change the color of your background by 
going to VIEW > SLIDE MASTER.  After you finish working on 
the master be sure to go to VIEW > NORMAL to continue 
working on your poster. 
 

How to add Text 
The template comes with a number of pre-
formatted placeholders for headers and 
text blocks. You can add more blocks by 
copying and pasting the existing ones or by 
adding a text box from the HOME menu.  

 
 Text size 

Adjust the size of your text based on how much content you 
have to present.  
The default template text offers a good starting point. Follow 
the conference requirements. 

 
How to add Tables 

To add a table from scratch go to the INSERT menu 
and click on TABLE. A drop-down box will help you 
select rows and columns.  

You can also copy and a paste a table from Word or another 
PowerPoint document. A pasted table may need to be re-
formatted by RIGHT-CLICK > FORMAT SHAPE, TEXT BOX, 
Margins. 
 

Graphs / Charts 
You can simply copy and paste charts and graphs from Excel 
or Word. Some reformatting may be required depending on 
how the original document has been created. 
 

How to change the column configuration 
RIGHT-CLICK on the poster background and select LAYOUT to 
see the column options available for this template. The 
poster columns can also be customized on the Master. VIEW > 
MASTER. 

 
How to remove the info bars 

If you are working in PowerPoint for Windows and have 
finished your poster, save as PDF and the bars will not be 
included. You can also delete them by going to VIEW > 
MASTER. On the Mac adjust the Page-Setup to match the 
Page-Setup in PowerPoint before you create a PDF. You can 
also delete them from the Slide Master. 
 

Save your work 
Save your template as a PowerPoint document. For printing, 
save as PowerPoint or “Print-quality” PDF. 
 

Print your poster 
When you are ready to have your poster printed go online to 
PosterPresentations.com and click on the “Order Your Poster” 
button. Choose the poster type the best suits your needs and 
submit your order. If you submit a PowerPoint document you 
will be receiving a PDF proof for your approval prior to 
printing. If your order is placed and paid for before noon, 
Pacific, Monday through Friday, your order will ship out that 
same day. Next day, Second day, Third day, and Free Ground 
services are offered. Go to PosterPresentations.com for more 
information. 
 

Student discounts are available on our Facebook page. 
Go to PosterPresentations.com and click on the FB icon.  
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While it is true that the main objective of Astrobiology could be reduced to the search for life 
beyond Earth, addressing the search necessarily have to go to understand the origin of life on 
Earth; meet environmental factors that hinder their existence and that encouraged; know about 
the physical attributes of the celestial bodies that could create or sustain life, both in the solar 
system and outside, and a large number of other issues.  
 
Some textbooks approaching these problems at different levels are: Goldsmith & Owen (2001), 
Horneck & Baumstark-Khan (2002), Lunine (2004), Horneck & Rettberg (2007), Mix (2009), 
Rothery, Gilmour & Sephton (2011), Impey, Lunine & Funes (2012), among others. 
 
Driven by the enthusiasm of high-school, BSc, and graduate students that we have taught in the 
last years, through different scientific initiation programs and formal courses, we present this 
project in order to support students to understand the main concepts of Astrobiology through 
experimentation. Although most presentations on formal introductory Astrobiology courses are 
theoretical (i.e., without laboratories), we have found that many of the concepts in Astrobiology 
are best understood when we make any practical activity, even when the “experiment” is 
conceptual or computational. But this not only happens with Astrobiology,  
but in general the process of teaching and learning at all levels. In this project we intend to 
facilitate the teaching/learning of some concepts of Astrobiology, in both, formal courses  
(BSc and Grad-level) as in informal education and outreach.  
 
Because of all the lectures are given in Mexico, it is very important to us that ALL the exercises 
and support material would be developed in (or translated to) SPANISH. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION	

OBJECTIVES	

EXERCISES	
Astronomy: We will compile exercises to be done by Astrobiology 
students, using equipment and infrastructure according to their level: 
from small telescopes for HS and BSc, to professional telescopes in 
case of the GRADs (our students have access to the telescopes and 
instrumentation of the National Astronomical Observatory at San 
Pedro Martir, B. C., Mexico; OAN-SPM). Laboratory exercises on 
Astronomy, as well as computational exercises, and use of databases, 
will also be included. In the case that telescopes would  not be 
available, we suggest the use of software like those in the project 
CLEA (Contemporary Laboratory Experiences in Astronomy). 

 

Biology: We also will compile exercises to be done both, on the field 
as in the lab. As in the case of Astronomy exercises, we will try to 
pay attention to the level of students. In our case, for the field 
exercises, we have access to different ecosystems, like forest, desert, 
and beaches, and some sites of astrobiological interest, 
internationally recognized: Guerrero Negro and Laguna Figueroa 
(microbial mats, halophile microorganisms), El Rosario (fossils), etc. 
As far as possible, we will try to design field exercises independent 
of the region, or, if this is the case, propose alternate exercises. We 
will also try to keep as simple as possible the lab exercises, in order 
to be sure that other students can make them with minimal 
equipment. In some cases we will recommend to acquire lab kits of 
exercises like those found in Carolina.com. 

FINAL	COMMENTS	

The aims of this project is to produce educational material and lab manuals. The products will 
appear in the website as they will be generated, being careful to respect Copyright agreements. 
Procedures will be implemented in the different courses, workshops, and activities in order to 
probe their effectiveness, and they would be modified in case they need to improve. 
We will thank any feedback and suggestions about techniques, exercises or any other 
procedure capable to be adapted to this project. 
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*Members of the Mexican Society of Astrobiology (SOMA). 
§Part-time lecturer of Astrobiology 101 at the Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Autónoma de Baja California (UABC). 

(1) To develop, collect, and adapt, a series of laboratory practices, exercises, and demonstrations, 
at different levels of complexity, to be applied to graduate students in Astrophysics and Space 
Sciences, undergraduate students in STEM, and the general public in special outreach events 
and science fairs; 

(2) To generate or adapt material support for the realization of such practices; 

(3) To train teachers and students interested in teaching and dissemination of Astrobiology. 
 

1Laboratorio	de	Astrobiología,	Ins/tuto	de	Astronomía,	Universidad	Nacional	Autónoma	de	México,	Ensenada,	B.C.,	Mexico	;	2Ins/tuto	de	Estudios	Avanzados	de		
Baja	California,	A.	C.,	Ensenada,	B.C.,	Mexico	;	3Ins/tuto	de	Astronomía,	Universidad	Nacional	Autónoma	de	México,	Cd.	Universitaria,	CdMx,	Mexico	

	4Facultad	de	Idiomas,	Universidad	Autónoma	de	Baja	California,	Ensenada,	B.C.,	Mexico	;	5Facultad	de	Ciencias,	Universidad	Autónoma	de	Baja	California,	Ensenada,	B.C.,	Mexico	
	
	

In the exoplanet practice with a team from the Taller de Ciencias para Jóvenes 2013 
(this is a summer program for high-school level students). 

Water bear (left) and pollen grain (right) observed with optical microscope in an experiment of Astrobio 101. 
Both samples were collected locally. 
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Extrmophiles exercise kit. 
www.carolina.com 

Some examples of exercises for HS and BSc students (one 2 hours exercise per week). 
 
1.  Solar System: (a) Distances from the Sun to the planets (across the campus), using a 12-in ball as the scaled Sun; (b) 

estimation of orbits for the Galilean system using a small telescope and smartphone cameras 
2.  Stars and nebulae: (a) Spectroscopy as a tool to know chemical components of stars and nebulae (buying or making own 

spectroscope and observing different light sources); (b) working with professional spectroscopic data to get chemical 
abundances. 

3.  Cosmology: (a) The classical dotted balloon expansion as a simile of the Universe expansion; (b) CLEA software:  
The Hubble Relation, The Large Scale Structure of the Universe.  

4.  DNA: (a) Carolina.com: DNA Necklace Classroom Kit; (b) NASA-CERES Project, Montana State University: Designer 
Genes for a Designer World 

5.  Origin of life: (a) Montana PBS: The Search for the Origin of Life Guide; (b) Carolina.com: Carolina Investigations® for 
AP® Biology: Origin of Life 

6.  Evolution: (a) Carolina.com: Evolution in Real Time: Bacteria and Antibiotic Resistance Kit; (b) Carolina.com: Carolina 
BioKits®: Natural Selection. 

7.  Extremophiles: (a) Observing tardigrades (water bears), Artemia (sea monkeys), etc., by microscope and taking photo and 
video with smartphones, making measurements and behavior observations;  (b) Carolina.com: Life in an Extreme 
Environment Kit. 

8.  Habitable Zones: (a) Calculation of habitable zones for different stars; (b) NASA-CERES-MSU: Defining the HZ.  
9.  Comets, asteroids, meteorites: (a) Hands-on  experience with a real meteorite collection; (b) Observing asteroids with 

small telescopes (binning images) and making some calculations (c) CLEA software: Astrometry of Asteroids. 
10.  Moon: (a) Observing and identifying features, small telescope+Google Moon; (b) Estimation of the height of lunar 

mountains using a small telescope and smartphone camera (in combination with CLEA software). 
11.   Exoplanets: (a) Measuring light curves in the lab; (b) playing with Kepler mission data and tables. 
12.  Venus and Mars: (a) Observing the phases of Venus; (b) NASA-CERES-MSU: The First Manned Mission to Mars. 
13.  SETI: (a) Running Monte-Carlo simulations (Rodrigo Ramírez’ MSc thesis, UNAM); (b) NASA-CERES-MSU: Estimating 

the Number of Civilizations in the Milky Way Galaxy. (c) A hypothetical alien interview. 

CLEA’s virtual observatory. 
www3.gettysburg.edu/~marschal/clea/cleahome.html 


